Multiscaled Fusion of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for Screening Atrial Fibrillation From Single Lead Short ECG Recordings.
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is one of the most common sustained chronic cardiac arrhythmia in elderly population, associated with a high mortality and morbidity in stroke, heart failure, coronary artery disease, systemic thromboembolism, etc. The early detection of AF is necessary for averting the possibility of disability or mortality. However, AF detection remains problematic due to its episodic pattern. In this paper, a multiscaled fusion of deep convolutional neural network (MS-CNN) is proposed to screen out AF recordings from single lead short electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings. The MS-CNN employs the architecture of two-stream convolutional networks with different filter sizes to capture features of different scales. The experimental results show that the proposed MS-CNN achieves 96.99% of classification accuracy on ECG recordings cropped/padded to 5 s. Especially, the best classification accuracy, 98.13%, is obtained on ECG recordings of 20 s. Compared with artificial neural network, shallow single-stream CNN, and VisualGeometry group network, the MS-CNN can achieve the better classification performance. Meanwhile, visualization of the learned features from the MS-CNN demonstrates its superiority in extracting linear separable ECG features without hand-craft feature engineering. The excellent AF screening performance of the MS-CNN can satisfy the most elders for daily monitoring with wearable devices.